
DISTRICT COMPETITIONS 2019  
  FINALS ARRANGEMENTS 

 POTTERS BAR BC  
     SATURDAY 7THSEPTEMBER 2019 

    For the attention of all Players, Officers and Visitors 
 

1) Matches are scheduled to start as scheduled at 9.00.  Note that no variations in date or time are 
permitted.  Anyone/team not able to play thereby concedes to the opponent. 

 
2) Matches will commence after a welcome by the President or designated Officer of the Association.   

 

3) All participants will wear their club shirts and whites.    Marker where required will wear a District shirt or 
white shirt with white trousers. (shorts are permitted) 

 
4) All players shall have their Club stickers on their woods.   There is no exception to this except where 

opposing teams are from the same Club, in which case the District shall provide sets of stickers for each 
team to use to clearly distinguish the sets of woods. 

 
5) The District shall organise Markers. 
 
6) The District shall provide an umpire. 

 
7) SADBA will provide the scorecard, suitably completed with details of Challenger and Opponent plus the 

name of marker where appropriate. 
 
8) Umpires will check woods/rinks etc. and be provided with a copy of the District Competition rules (in the 

handbook) in the case of dispute.  Umpires will also check and sign the scorecards and then hand to 
President or Designated Officer.  These will be passed on to the Competition Secretary.  

 
9) The Competition Secretary will check the list of competitors in pairs, triples, 2 wood triples and fours to 

ensure that no more than the number of permitted substitutes have been used and to ensure that also 
that any substitutes used prior to the semi final, and at the semi final if relevant, have not played for any 
other team in the same competition.  (A team will be disqualified for a breach of these rules.) 

 
10) In the event of a problem arising on the day of a match not covered by these rules then the decision of 

the senior District Officers present is final. 

 
M J Woodhams, Secretary M P Scandrett, Competition Secretary 
 

SADBA FINALS DAY:  FOOD ARRANGEMENTS 
Tea, Coffee, Rolls and Cakes will be on sale through the day. 

The BAR will be open during the day. 

(Bookable Lunches…HAM or CHEESE or QUICHE with salad, potatoes and a sweet, at £5.00 a head. 

Lunches must be booked before NOON on Tuesday 3rd September  

with MIKE WOODHAMS (mwoodhams@fastmail.fm) (01727-822595)  
Pay MIKE WOODHAMS (in CASH) on the day, please, in exchange for lunch ticket. 

Only pre-booked lunches will be available on the day.    

(Should there subsequently be some spares they will be made available by ticket only, to be purchased 
from Mike Woodhams on the day.) 

BOOKING IN ADVANCE HELPS THE HOST CLUB TO ENSURE WE SERVE EVERYONE.   

 

mailto:mwoodhams@fastmail.fm

